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Korach had completely neutralized has bodily desires. As one
of the Levites that carried the holy ark, he was on such a
spiritual level that he had absolutely no appetite for lusts
and animalistic passion. This led him to believe, says Reb
Nosson (Hilchos Shiluach Hakan 4), that he was perfect. He
couldn’t understand why he needed to subjugate himself to
leaders if he had attained such spiritual heights.

What he failed to recognize is that there are infinite levels
of  growth  and  connection  to  the  Divine.  It’s  not  game
over when one has fixed his body alone. There are levels upon
levels  of  sweetening  the  judgements  that  exist  for  those
special  individuals  who  soar  at  spiritual  heights.  Korach
needed Moses to teach him and lead him higher, but his ego
stopped his ascent.

How in the world is this relevant to us, who are nowhere near
perfect? We, who struggle, every moment with bodily lusts and
cravings – What can we learn from Korach’s mistake?

https://breslov.org/always-more/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korah#Son_of_Izhar
https://ahalleldavar.blog/reb-nosson-%d7%96%d7%99%d7%b4%d7%a2/
https://ahalleldavar.blog/reb-nosson-%d7%96%d7%99%d7%b4%d7%a2/


The truth is we make the same mistake all the time, because we
think that on our low level, we can never rise up and reach
new heights. By giving up on ourselves, we are essentially
believing that Teshuva is not available for someone as bad as
we are. The opposite is really true. The farther we are from
Hashem, the greater glory He gets from our Teshuva. We too
must believe that no matter how many times we tried, we can
still be successful and reach places we’ve never been.

This is the job of the tzaddik. He encourages the sinners that
there  is  still  hope  and  they  can  certainly  come  back  to
Hashem, and he challenges the great ones to keep striving
because they haven’t seen nothin’ yet. The tzaddik believes
this with all his heart. He believes that the lowly Jews are
the  most  precious  jewels  that  fell  in  the  dirt.  And  he
believes that even on his awesome level, he essentially knows
nothing.

When Rabbi Shlomo Freifeld was on his deathbed, his last words
to  his  children  were גרעסער  בעסער,  מער,   –  more,  better,
bigger. Greatness is always available. Always available.
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